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Doing Safety Differently“It takes a long time to turn around an aircraft carrier.”It is hard to change
almost a lifetime of your organization’s thinking about safety in the traditional way and it is really
difficult to change your organization’s history of bureaucracy that continues to reinforce the
traditional safety definitions and metrics our organizations have used for many years. Let’s face
it, change even for the better is hard to do. The answer for why this change takes so long can be
found in the difficulty of making big changes to our organizations, organizations don’t want to
change, organizations want to stay the same even if the same is no longer effective.Over the last
several years a new way to think about the safety of work has found its way into many
organizations around the world. This new way to think about safety is leading to some important
improvements in how work is being done and every organization wants to improve their safety
performance. This new way to think about safety is exciting and effective and organizations have
great desire and motivation to improve safety performance.All the components for a big change
are in place and ready, so why is this change to this new way of thinking nothappening at
lightning speed in organizations everywhere? Change even for the better is hard to do and
organizations seem to want to be told what they should actually do to create this successful
change?These are the questions that the book Doing Safety Differently strives to answer.What
are the chances Sidney Dekker and Todd Conklin would collaborate on a new book? The
chances are 100%. These two authors, scholars, practitioners, and organizational members
have combined their time and skill in addressing six topic areas that are vital to successful safety
change.Here is what Doing Safety Differently offers:Safety: From outcome to capacityWhen the
work done is not as you imagined: Do learning teamsWhen things go wrong: Do investigations
differentlyWhen there is too much compliance: Declutter your safety bureaucracyWhen your
safety people are dejected: Empower them differentlyWhen you need to help your leaders
succeedDoing Safety Differently is a discussion between two friends on what they have learned
by watching organizations around the world change the way they do work. Doing Safety
differently is an applied discussion, a practical discussion, that will cause the reader to think
about the strategies and tactics they will need to ensure the best possible scenario for
successful Doing Safety Differently.

From the PublisherRobbie Kellman Baxter is a consultant and speaker who has been providing
strategic business advice to Silicon Valley companies for over 20 years. She is the founder of the
consulting firm Peninsula Strategies LLC, and regularly presents to professional associations,
leading universities, and corporations.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.From the Back
Cover“From Netflix to Spotify, over the past few years, subscription models have become a
powerful and profitable business model in the digital economy. Robbie has written a unique, well-



researched and very smart book for anyone interested in building one.”David Kirchhoff, former
CEO, Weight Watchers International and WeightWatchers.com“At American Express, we've
always been committed to putting our members at the center of everything we do. Robbie
Baxter's book provides practical techniques and insightful new examples to guide organizations
in building powerful, ongoing relationships with their members.”Josh Silverman, President,
Consumer Products and Services, American Express“The Membership Economy is an
insightful, research based look at the strategies and tactics needed to develop, grow and
maintain a membership-style program for customers. It is perhaps the best, most detailed
source I’ve found on this subject to date, and it has very much changed the way I think about our
own growing membership program. I can’t recommend it enough.”Mark Kupferman, VP, Insights
& Interactive Marketing, Six Flags Entertainment Corp.“Some will read The Membership
Economy as an entertaining collection of stories about some of the most innovative
organizations out there, while, for others, it will serve as a practical guide. It’s a fun insider view
that’s also pragmatic.”Marc Bodnick, CEO, Quora“In The Membership Economy, Baxter
explains, illustrates, and advocates for this new way of doing business — you won’t want to miss
it.”Bob Baxley, Head of Product Design and Research, Pinterest“Salesforce.com has always
focused on open, transparent, ongoing relationships with members of our community, from
customers to vendors to partners. As a result, we've been named for four consecutive years by
Forbes. Companies that don’t build this kind of community will fall behind, but Robbie’s book can
help any kind of organization leverage these principles and thrive. The Membership Economy is
a critical read, and one that should be added to your business bookshelf this year.”Leyla Seka,
SVP & GM Desk.com at Salesforce.com“Having seen and experienced the challenges of
building long-term sustainable relationships involving membership organizations, Robbie
Kellman Baxter offers clear examples and straightforward advice how to achieve success in both
the non-profit and corporate sectors.”Howard L. Wollner, Chairman, NPR Foundation“There's a
big difference between subscribers and members. From The Times to The Sun and now at The
Wall Street Journal, we are committed to building our relationship with our customers around the
principles of membership. Members are more engaged, more connected and more profitable.
Read The Membership Economy to learn how to take your organization from transactional to
relational.”Katie Vanneck-Smith, Chief Customer Officer and Global Managing Director, Dow
Jones“As the leader of a major alumni relations office, I understand the importance of building
long term relationships with our members. Robbie Kellman Baxter's practical advice will drive
immediate results. If your organization depends on having highly engaged members, you should
read The Membership Economy.”Raphe Beck, Director of Alumni Relations, Stanford Graduate
School of Business“I've run a successful membership business for a while now. So I'd like to tell
you to move along and not read this book... because why is Robbie Kellman Baxter giving away
all our hard-won secrets? But I won't tell you that. Because The Membership Economy is great
perspective on an important topic.”Ann Handley, Chief Content Officer of MarketingProfs, and
author of the Wall Street Journal bestseller Everybody Writes“Robbie’s book is packed with



innovative ideas for pricing, acquisition, and engagement of customer. I highly recommend this
book for any CEO who seeks to disrupt their industry by putting their customers at the center of
everything they do.”Heidi Roizen, Operating Partner, Draper, Fisher, Jurvetson"Baxter has
brought our attention back to the point of any business--deliberately delighting customers so
that they only want to return. Wondering how to make your customers, team and investors
enthralled all at once? Make irresistible offers. Read The Membership Economy!Lisa Gansky,
entrepreneur and bestselling author ofThe Mesh--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About
the AuthorRobbie Kellman Baxter is a consultant and speaker who has been providing strategic
business advice to Silicon Valley companies for over 20 years. She is the founder of the
consulting firm Peninsula Strategies LLC, and regularly presents to professional associations,
leading universities, and corporations.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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206ForewordA chance meeting in 2017 introduced me to the ideas of the New View of safety. I
had just joined the country’s largest water utility with a remit to transform their approach to health
and safety. With fifteen years’ experience as a health and safety leader, I was well versed in
behaviour-based safety but was reluctant to keep doing the same thing.I had a sense that
behaviour-based safety wasn’t quite ‘right’. Morally, it felt like the safety profession had strayed
away from our obligations and responsibilities to the essential frontline workers. Organisation
after organisation showed the same patterns of dysfunction with safety management: blame-
focussed cultures, endless procedures disconnected from the ‘real work’, and a fixation with
metrics that were easily manipulated. I felt resignation and acceptance of how things were in the
world of safety.However, reading Sidney’s The Field Guide to Understanding ‘Human Error’
revolutionised my thinking. Rapidly, my understanding of safety was flipped on its head. I
immersed myself in all of Sidney’s textbooks, published research and YouTube clips. I felt like a
new world had been opened to me.Sidney’s writings then lead me to Todd Conklin’s Pre-
Accident Investigations book and podcast. Todd hit the tough topics that safety professionals
seem to dance around, offering rare practical advice and ideas backed up by the latest scientific
evidence. In a swift three-minute podcast, Todd would pose a question that would percolate in
your mind for days, or that you could take back to operational leaders and challenge their
thinking. Todd’s podcast accompanied me on long commutes and morning jogs and helped me
to formulate a plan for my ‘safety transformation’.The New View of safety brought to life many
practical ideas. New ways to approach just culture; incident investigations; decluttering,
devolving and decentralising bureaucracy; safety reporting and measurement; humanising injury
management and endless opportunities to leave no stone unturned in applying Safety Differently
principles. I wasn’t alone in my thinking. Many safety professionals I spoke to have had the same
experience, in reading Sidney and Conklin’s work and being both challenged and inspired to
shift the boundaries in their organisation.With this new theory at my fingertips and an appetite
for change among the executive team, I started to formulate a strategy, looking for ways to



operationalize the theory and embed this in my organisation. I used both Sidney’s and Todd’s
texts and published research to generate ideas and strategies on how to do Safety Differently.I
began by introducing the three principles of Safety Differently to the executive team and board
and proposing a redefinition of safety, and how we view our people. I took Todd’s advice on
training and developed a bespoke safety leadership program for all leaders, allowing them to
debate and pull apart this New View. I used Sidney’s Just Culture book and Restorative Culture
Checklist to build a tactical plan to shift from a retributive culture. Frontline workers, alongside
the safety team, rebuilt systems and processes to support learning teams, conducted numerous
micro-experiments and decluttered the safety management system.Over a four-year period as
Head of Health and Safety, we successfully operationalized Sidney and Todd’s ideas. In 2019,
Sidney and I filmed the Doing Safety Differently documentary to showcase the journey to date
and the results we had achieved. Although the documentary offered some insight, more and
more safety practitioners would ask me “but how do I get started on doing Safety
Differently?”Herein lies the importance of this book. For the first time, the two preeminent
thinkers in safety innovation have partnered to provide safety professionals such as you and me,
a roadmap on how to get started and a multitude of tips on how to navigate any roadblocks that
may arise. This book is the perfect complement to the ideas and theories that have inspired so
many to make a fundamental shift in safety thinking.This book invites the reader to try Safety
Differently. This could look like taking the ideas and implementing them in one strategy, or one at
a time, depending on the appetite of your organisation. Consider the ideas from all angles and
layers in your organisation. Where are the champions emerging that might be able to undertake
a micro-experiment? Where is there frustration with over-bureaucratization and decluttering that
might be needed? Challenge the underlying assumptions about the people in your organisation
and encourage a shift from blame to learning. The beauty of this book is that Sidney and Todd
have walked the path before us many times over and have amalgamated all of their learnings for
us to take forward and implement.And of course, the road to success is the one less travelled,
and not necessarily easy. So, Sidney and Todd offer a shortcut to success by exploring the
methodology for safe-to-fail micro-experiments and getting leaders and your safety colleagues
on board. In short, this is a book for practitioners. It is for those of us who want to do things
differently, but are unsure where to start. Importantly, this book is not a ‘recipe’ for the New View.
Rather, it’s a menu of ingredients that you, as the safety professional in your organisation, can
pick and choose from to create your personalised strategy. Although the process will be
challenging, you have two of the worlds best at your disposal – Sidney Dekker and Todd
Conklin.Every Safety Differently journey will be different. But through this book, you can facilitate
the basics and kick start a transformation that will bring fundamental change to the way people
think about and do safety.This brave new world is rewarding, transformative and well worth the
effort.Kym BancroftHead of Safety, Environment and WellbeingSydney,
AustraliaAcknowledgmentsWe thank Darrell Horn and Jay Allen for their support in production
and editing of the manuscript.PrefaceIt was the safest of times, it was the riskiest of times, it is



the age of wisdom; it is the age of foolishness…[1]Adapted from Charles Dickens “A Tale of Two
Cities”This small book has been crafted for the opportunity to do safety differently. We have
combined our experiences and ideas to create a series of important lessons. We want to share
them with organizations that are seriously contemplating a change in how they accomplish
safety and reliability. We have tried to highlight several important areas to create successful
change. While not a complete list, we have selected some of the most common questions we
are asked by organizations in the midst of changing safety. We have tried to capture at a high-
level these several subjects so this book will help start the conversation and perhaps seed some
new practices and processes. The first steps seem to be some of the most difficult steps, so we
figured that we should offer some lessons to make these difficult steps a bit easier.After hours of
conversation about what this book should do, we started writing. Neither of us is very used to
writing books with other people. This could have been a painful experience, two strong opinions
coming together to create a book with some clear ideas to do Safety Differently.It wasn’t.It was
the craziest thing; it wasn’t hard for the two of us to come together—as we had many times in
front of audiences already (some of you will remember Thick and Thin, no doubt). Writing this
book for you was fun for both of us. We enjoyed a chance to work together for a good cause,
and felt this was the right time to help organizations do this important work. It was fun and
satisfying to have the chance to toss ideas around between friends. There is no better way to
practice the important skill of listening while being humble than to discuss a book on how to do
Safety Differently.Neither of us is new to writing books about Safety Differently. Between the two
of us, we must have some 20 books on this topic. Some of our books you will perhaps have
read. You might therefore have some ideas and opinions about the information presented
previously. This familiarity will be of great help on your journey to do Safety Differently. We are
counting on you to supplement the ideas in this book with some additional more detailed
readings found in other books available in the world. If you have more questions, if deeper
discussions are desired, there are many other chapters written by us and other authors, which
are available to give you that deeper information.No matter what your job or role is at your
workplace, we hope that you will be a part of shifting your entire organization towards a new way
of thinking about safety. If you are a leader, manager, safety professional, or highly experienced
worker, this book will present ideas to help you effectively change the conversations about safety
that happen every day. We hope this book will help you and your organization successfully do
Safety Differently.Here is what we discuss in the following pages. Use this book as a roadmap
and allow this material to help guide your organization on this journey to new thinking about
safety. Use this book like a toolbox filled with tools to help your organization make adjustments
to practices and philosophies. There will be many changes that need to be made – some simple
and quick and others more difficult and time-consuming – just keep remembering that progress
happens step by step. Use this book like a gathering of recipes to help ensure you have most of
the ingredients in hand as the changes begin to be “baked” into your organization. Finally, use
this book as a springboard to even better ideas and practices – we are all in this



together.Change How Your Organization Thinks About Being SafeIn the study of language, there
is a long-standing idea called the Whorf-Sapir hypothesis.[2] Whorf-Sapir says that language is
relative and that meanings for words don’t exist in the words themselves, meanings for words
exist in the people who use the words. Doing Safety Differently must start with a foundational
shift in the definition of safety and reliability for the organization. One of the most important jobs
we have is to help the organization change the meanings the organization puts on the word
“safety.” To Do Safety Differently will require defining safety differently in the organization (and by
extraction, the people who make up the organization).We discuss a new way to view safety and
more significantly redefine safety. Safety will philosophically change from an outcome to be
measured to a capacity that is maintained. Helping the organization use a new definition for
safety means we must first help the organization give up the old meanings and definitions. This
can be difficult; changing knowledge often causes some resistance in the organization. Giving
up the old meaning will be a bit painful at first because there is a lot of past investment (this is
often called “sunk cost”) in the old meanings around safety. It will feel scary to question
something as important as keeping people safe while at work. We have a lot of sunk costs in
time, money, effort, and hard lessons to set aside to make room for the new way of thinking. This
book will provide some strong support for this transition. They’re not following the procedure!The
second topic in Do Safety Differently tackles the worst kept secret on the plant floor. There is a
huge difference between how managers think work is being performed and how work is actually
being performed. Because work is filled with complex conditions, it seldom happens the way
work was planned and proceduralized. Why this is surprising to managers is almost a mystery.
There is very little mystery among the people who get work done—in all types of conditions,
daily.The challenge of this difference between work as imagined and work as done is not about
a disobedient workforce. Rather, this difference is more of an outcome of a disobedient work
environment—if work environments can be disobedient. But the world has a way of not being
compliant with the way we thought that world worked. There are surprises, complexities,
unanticipated situations, sudden breakages, and always plenty of ambiguities. Is it this, or is
that? Should I wear this piece of protective equipment for this task, or should I not? I am close
enough, or not?We saw a procedure once that instructed workers to apply a ‘light coat of
grease’ to a particular screw-nut assembly. But what is a ‘light coat’? That is a judgment call.
Judgment calls like that rely on interpretation, on professionalism. But the ‘lightness’ of the coat
might well depend on who is doing the lubrication; on who trained or showed the person who is
now applying the coating. Work as imagined says ‘apply a light coat of grease.’ Work as done
gives a range, a distribution of coats, from thick to thin, all under the banner of ‘light’ in the eye of
the applier.We know (as you know) that when it comes to the performance of work that the map
is not the terrain.[3] Although it may seem obvious to you, there is a difference between work as
done and work as imagined, this realization may typically come as a shock to the organization.
However, as this book discusses in detail, the difference between the actual work and the
imagined work is not the problem, it is the reality. This difference is an opportunity to learn; to



learn differently. Having the chance to ask new and different questions will suddenly give your
organization an entirely new set of answers, of possibilities, of openings and opportunities to
improve.What we think is a much more valuable way to understand this information is how your
organization learns about the gap between work planning and work doing. If the work done is
not as you imagined, Learn! This difference in both practice and perception is an important
opportunity to ask questions differently. One of the best ways to ask questions differently is to
use the expertise that currently exists in the organization. That expertise exists in your workers.
Who knows better about how work is done than the people who do the work? Do Learning
Teams – uncover the knowledge already possessed by the workforce about these operational
gaps to use this knowledge to do Safety Differently. Learning teams allow you to leverage the
expertise of the workers while engaging the worker in problem identification and solution
generation. Your organization will get better answers in a faster way. Most importantly, because
these answers are from an engaged group of workers, these solutions are much more effective
and sustainable. Learning teams allow the organization to learn differently which directly leads
to doing Safety Differently.Not everything goes rightThe safest organizations in the world still
have failures. The difference between the safest organizations and other less safe organizations
is not whether they’ve had an incident or accident or not. The difference is that the safest
organizations in the world are ready for the inevitable failure that will happen. Well-performing
organizations know operational upsets will happen and know that they can handle the
operational upsets effectively.As we discuss in this book, to do Safety Differently means our
organizations must change two seemingly sacred and long-held beliefs:Zero events are the only
safety outcome acceptable.Every event has a root cause.These two ideas are artifacts of old
thinking and these two ideas are also wrong. Perhaps more important for our discussion, these
two old ideas also stop progress and make learning difficult and less effective. Because our
organization holds on to these two old ways of thinking, the organization will not be able to learn
much in a new way. To do Safety Differently means learning differently.This book will challenge
the old ways our organizations have gathered information about events, accidents and even
normal operations. When things go wrong: Do investigations differently. This book will help
introduce a highly effective tool to help make this change in your operational learning. Learning
teams are just the start of this new learning opportunity. We know your current method of
learning must change to better facilitate doing Safety Differently.We are our own worst problemIt
is not going to surprise you that many of the complications that we have in getting our work done
safely are conceived and created in our operations by our very own organization. Over time and
with good intentions, organizations often place layers and layers of administrative and
bureaucratic formalities upon their daily operations that, and there is not another way to say this,
make it harder to get work done.Is the compliance burden too high? It is time for us to declutter
our organization’s safety bureaucracy. We live in a world where many of the complications in
performing work are self-inflicted and nobody openly talks about this phenomenon. Here is what
we know, to reduce operational bureaucracy, we must first recognize our organizations are



cluttered with rules and expectations that often serve to provide no more value than just
compliance to the rule or expectation.The futurist Jerry Pournelle[4] coined a phrase for this
cluttering of our systems. Pournelle called this “the iron law of bureaucracy” and described the
organizational outcome like this: The bureaucracy introduced into our organization by our
organization will always strive to protect itself by demanding compliance to the bureaucracy
itself. All this is presented to build the case that if we want less bureaucratic difficulties in our
work sites, we must first admit that the bureaucratic difficulties are of our creation.We strongly
suggest on these pages the value of decluttering your organization’s work management and
support processes. This discussion is exciting because everyone involved in it understands the
benefits gained by taking away complications and needless policies and requirements. Change
is fun when everyone sees the problem and the direct benefits it can bring. The only real
question for discussion is “why has it taken us so long to declutter our organization’s practices
and processes?” The answer is a part of the discussion. It is found in Pournelle’s simple but
elegant idea of “the iron law of bureaucracy.” We have kept our systems cluttered because we
have been told that the clutter makes us better, or safer. Clutter does not make a workplace
better. And it doesn’t make work safer. It just makes work more cluttered, and it makes the work
more difficult. It also widens the gap between how we think work is done, and how it is actually
done.One of the most exciting benefits of doing Safety Differently is the permission this gives to
declutter an organization’s systems and practices. This has also been made more apparent by
the recent series of global crises – when workers were divided between essential and non-
essential – much of our organizational and bureaucratic clutter was removed by necessity. Does
the question then become how many of these rules and expectations did we bring back to
operations when work returned to more normal operations?Doing Safety Differently naturally
allows your organization to ask some reflective questions about the amount of operational clutter
in a non-threatening way. When given the chance to see decluttering operations as a direct
benefit to safety and reliability, the need to maintain compliance for the sake of compliance kind
of goes quietly away. This is a graceful and effective way to make organizational
improvements.Take care of yourself and you will better care for others.We purposefully discuss
the importance of helping your organization’s safety professionals through this transition. Doing
Safety Differently, while often seen as a refreshing and timely change to the vast majority of the
organization, also has the potential to demand huge changes in thinking and practice while
sometimes increasing the work demands of the organization’s safety professionals. This group
will need and greatly benefit from, some special attention. One way to ensure your organization
does Safety Differently is to set up the safety professionals in your organization to know what it
means for them to do Safety Differently.This book recognizes the interesting position where the
safety professionals in your organization will be placed while the organization does Safety
Differently. The safety professionals will be asked to change the conversations they have been
having for years with the workforce. They will be asked to move from some traditional
enforcement models of safety management to the role of capacity monitoring and mentoring – it



is a positive and exciting change, but nonetheless a change.Safety professionals will also be the
front line for this New View for workers throughout the organization. Being the front person for
organizational change may mean the safety people will feel some of the pushback from this
change from certain parts of the organization. This same group must be available to answer
questions and provide guidance to the workforce as well. This is not all bad news and gloom,
most of these opportunities are exciting and this is a great opportunity to learn and practice new
ideas in real life.An important part of doing Safety Differently is to ensure the safety and reliability
professionals in your organization are excited, prepared, and engaged in not only their success
but the success of the organization as a whole. When doing Safety Differently we, by necessity,
will need to empower safety professionals in a new and different way.Leadership will need extra
care and feedingWhen we sat down to discuss the idea of getting together to write this book, we
started by crafting a list of the most asked questions; the most common pain points an
organization has in trying out these new ideas. We then discussed what did successful
organizations do to create the right environment to make this transition to doing Safety
Differently? Then from this discussion, we asked: what are the most common threads that run
through doing Safety Differently successfully? Well, all those threads run to leadership.The
group that will be asked to change the most is neither the worker level nor is it the safety
professional level of the organization. The group that will change the most are the leaders. Do
Safety Differently really means leading safety and supporting the organization’s workforce in a
new and different way. The traditional safety leadership skills, skills these leaders have
struggled to learn and master, are no longer as effective. The old ways of traditional command
and control leadership will need to make way for the new leadership of engagement and
empowerment. This book spends some time on what is the most commonly made mistake in
doing Safety Differently. This mistake is to not give an organization’s leadership the time and the
resources to lead Safety Differently. Many organizations assume a level of expertise and
knowledge about Safety Differently that simply does not exist among most leaders. If we don’t
allow leaders to learn how to do Safety Differently, where will this new knowledge and different
skills come from? Leaders need time and support to lead Safety Differently and this time and
support must come from the organization.Using all the kindness and support you can muster,
spend extra time helping leaders know what will be expected. Be patient and know leaders will
take great steps forward and small steps backwards while learning to navigate the new waters of
doing Safety Differently. The best news is that once your leadership begins to deeply
understand and appreciate this new operational world, you will have the support you need to
succeed and leaders will make better decisions that will lead to better organizational and
operational outcomes.In the upcoming pages, we explore these topics in more detail. This book
gives us both a chance to share what we have observed as we watch organizations all over the
globe do Safety Differently. More importantly, this book shares these ideas with you. Use these
ideas as you will. Adapt these ideas to your needs. Make these ideas fit for your organization.
Try these ideas out on a small scale to see if they will work for your organization. Most of all we



wish you the best of success in doing Safety Differently.Chapter 1Do Safety Differently:From
outcome to capacity“The single, biggest challenge we had in our company was getting our folks
to see and talk about safety in a different way. We completely underestimated how difficult it
would be to introduce a new way to define safety.” - An Executive of a Fortune Five Hundred
OrganizationSafety is having the capacity to make things go well.[5]You may think that this is
obvious. After all, if you don’t have the capacity to make things go well—in your teams, in your
people, in your processes, in your designs—how can you be safe?But if you look at how
organizations measure safety; if you look at what company boards get worried about; if you just
glance up at the injury scoreboard at the entrance of your site, you’ll see immediately that it’s far
from obvious. Because those observations tell you that safety is about outcomes. Specifically,
safety is the absence of bad outcomes.Of course, not having bad outcomes is desirable. And if
you don’t have any bad outcomes, you may indeed proudly declare that you are (or, rather, have
been) ‘safe.’But there are a couple of problems with this:Not having had any bad outcomes
doesn’t mean that you’re safe. It just means that you haven’t had any bad outcomesIndeed, the
absence of negative outcomes doesn’t automatically imply the presence of positive capacities. It
could be due to luck, or to smart counting (see next bullet)You can help your run of no bad
outcomes by calling bad outcomes something else (by putting people on ‘suitable duties,’ for
instance) or by allowing your people to underreport
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Josh, “Must have for the Safety Pro.. If you are a practicing safety professional this book is for
you. It’s a classic two for one proposition, both Sidney and Todd are individually at the top of this
list for intelligent conversation on the state of health and safety in the workplace. To have a text
that they collaborated on is unreal. The book definitely brings together several of the main
themes of other works they have released and brings new insight into how to apply these ideas
in the real world.Great read!”

Stephen C. Foster, “Just Do It Differently. My career has been filled with "more of the same" with
the expectation that this time things will be safer. I've been seeking means and methods to do
safety differently and this book, along with Sidney and Todd's other work is helping me find the
way.  Thank you.”

Brent Sutton, “Must goto for new people wanting to explore doing safety differently.. This
combined effort of two highly respected individuals, is a great entry for those wanting to explore
doing safety differently. And is written in a conversational style that helps us reflect on the
subject matter. And explore further topics on how to operationalise the new view.Full disclosure I
am the author of the book “The Practice of Learning Teams”.”

DH, “The “How”, as promised. Todd and Sidney seamlessly deliver the how of Safety 2.0. A must
read for organizations embarking on their next leg of safety improvement. Also useful for
organizations looking at sustaining their transitions, by asking “how well are we doing in this
area” and utilizing the useful questions Todd and Sidney provide at the end of each chapter.For
a good overview listen to PAPod 378 which dropped on Feb 12, 2022, where the authors
discuss the genesis and evolution of the book.”

The book by Sidney Dekker has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 37 people have provided feedback.
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